We introduce FlowCutter, a novel algorithm to compute a set of edge cuts or node separators that optimize cut size and balance in the Pareto sense. Our core algorithm heuristically solves the balanced connected st-edge-cut problem, where two given nodes s and t must be separated by removing edges to obtain two connected parts. Using the core algorithm as a subroutine, we build variants that compute node separators that are independent of s and t. From the computed Pareto set, we can identify cuts with a particularly good tradeoff between cut size and balance that can be used to compute contraction and minimum fill-in orders, which can be used in Customizable Contraction Hierarchies (CCHs), a speed-up technique for shortest-path computations. Our core algorithm runs in O (c |E|) time, where E is the set of edges and c is the size of the largest outputted cut. This makes it well suited for separating large graphs with small cuts, such as road graphs, which is the primary application motivating our research. For road graphs, we present an extensive experimental study demonstrating that FlowCutter outperforms the current state of the art in terms of both cut sizes and CCH performance. By evaluating FlowCutter on a standard graph partitioning benchmark, we further show that FlowCutter also finds small, balanced cuts on nonroad graphs. Another application is the computation of small tree decompositions. To evaluate the quality of our algorithm in this context, we entered the PACE 2016 challenge [13] and won first place in the corresponding sequential competition track. We can therefore conclude that our FlowCutter algorithm finds small, balanced cuts on a wide variety of graphs.
INTRODUCTION
A graph cut is a set of edges whose removal separates a graph into two sides. Similarly, a node separator is a set of nodes whose removal separates a graph into two sides. A cut or separator is balanced if the number of nodes in both sides is roughly the same. Balanced graph bisection is the problem of finding a balanced cut or separator. This is a fundamental and NP-hard [24] graph problem that has received a lot of attention [2, 16, 34, 39, 42] and has many applications. We present FlowCutter, a novel algorithm to compute edge cuts and node separators. It computes a set of cuts or separators that trade off cut and separator size, respectively, for imbalance in the Pareto sense. For edge cuts, FlowCutter guarantees that the two sides of the cut are connected subgraphs. behind this setup is to be able to adapt more quickly to changes in the weights, which could, for example, be caused by traffic congestion.
In many shortest-path acceleration techniques, the preprocessing phase involves computing balanced graph edge cuts or node separators. The central idea can be formulated in terms of edge cuts as well as node separators. We present the node separators variant as we will evaluate our bisection algorithms using Customizable Contraction Hierarchies [19] , an accelerating technique based on the separator variant. However, many acceleration techniques, such as [15] , are based on the edge cut variant. The idea can be described as follows: given a graph G and a node separator S, the algorithms precompute for every node in the graph how to get to every node in S. Further, they precompute the shortest paths among all nodes of S. Consider a query that asks to compute a shortest path from a node s to a node t. Either s and t is on the same or on opposite sides of S. If they are on opposite sides, a shortest path can be assembled by iterating over all nodes v in S and combining the precomputed paths from s to v and from v to t and picking the shortest path. The running time of a distance query in this case is thus in O (|S |), which is assumed to be small for road graphs. However, if s and t are on the same side, then a graph search is necessary using, for example, Dijkstra's algorithm. On the side of s and t, the search is unrestricted. However, it does not cross S and instead makes use of the shortest paths precomputed between the nodes of S. If the sides are of the same size and s and t are chosen uniformly at random, then there is a 50% probability that they are on opposite sides. Half of the queries can therefore be answered quickly. For the other half of queries, this approach restricts the search to half of the graph. However, as half of a continent is still large, one usually applies this idea recursively.
The effectiveness of these techniques crucially depends on the size of the separators found. The balance is less important. Perfect balance is not necessary to ensure that the recursion has a logarithmic depth. This application does not, however, benefit from a perfect balance. In practice, the contrary is true: requiring perfect balance results in many small, slightly imbalanced separators not being found. Therefore, the perfectly balanced separators found can be larger. This larger size is detrimental to the running time of the query phase, compared to using the smaller, slightly imbalanced separators. Fortunately, road graphs have small separators and cuts because of geographical features such as rivers or mountains. Previous work has coined the term natural cuts for this phenomenon [16] . However, identifying these natural cuts is a difficult problem.
Graph partitioning software used for road graphs includes KaHip [39] , Metis [34] , InertialFlow [42] , and PUNCH [16] . We experimentally compare FlowCutter with the first three. As we unfortunately have no implementation of PUNCH, we omitted an experimental comparison with it. All of these works formalize the graph bisection problem as a bicriteria problem optimizing the cut size and the imbalance. The imbalance measures how much the sizes of both sides differ and is small if the sides are balanced. The standard approach is to bound the imbalance and minimize the cut size. However, this approach has several shortcomings. Consider a graph with a million nodes and set the maximum imbalance to 1%. Suppose an algorithm finds a cut C 1 with 180 edges and 0.9% imbalance. This is all the information of the cut's quality that is provided. Can you decide solely based on this information whether this is a good cut? It seems good as 180 is small compared to the node count. However, we would come to a different conclusion if we knew that a cut C 2 with 90 edges and 1.1% imbalance existed. In our application-shortest paths-moving a few nodes to the other side of a cut is no problem. However, halving the cut size has a huge impact. The cut C 2 is thus clearly superior. Further, assume that a third cut C 3 with 180 edges and 0.7% imbalance existed. C 3 dominates C 1 in both criteria. However, both are equivalent with respect to the standard problem formulation and thus a program is not required to output C 3 instead of C 1 . To overcome these problems, our approach computes a set of cuts that optimize cut size and imbalance in the Pareto sense; i.e., it tries to compute solutions that are Pareto optimal. As this problem is NP-hard, one cannot expect to always find the exact Pareto curve. A further significant shortcoming of the state-of-the-art partitioners, with the exception of InertialFlow, is that they were designed for small imbalances. Common benchmarks, such as the one maintained by Chris Walshaw [44] , only include test cases with imbalances up to 5%. However, for our application, imbalances of 50% can be fine. For such high imbalances, unexpected things happen with the standard software, such as that increasing the allowed imbalance can increase the achieved cut sizes. Indeed, KaHip, one of the competitors, has been updated, as a reaction to the conference version of our work [29] , to overcome some of these shortcomings. The newer version produces better results for higher imbalances than the old version.
We use CCHs [19] to evaluate the quality of the separators found by FlowCutter. We present a more detailed CCH overview in Section 3.3. The CCH auxiliary data at its core is a chordal supergraph of the road graph. The maximum cliques of G , which can be efficiently identified in chordal graphs, correspond to the bags of a tree decomposition. This connection gives us a bridge to the vast field of tree decomposition theory. In Section 3.4, we give a high-level overview of the concepts related to tree decompositions and CCH. For a more in-depth survey, we refer to [7] , [8] , and [9] . In some works, tree decompositions are also called clique trees.
Other Applications. A vast amount of algorithms for NP-hard graph problems exist that are fixedparameter tractable in the tree width of a graph G [9, 12] . It is therefore an interesting question whether algorithms being able to compute good tree decompositions in practice leads to practicable variants of these algorithms. To investigate this question, the PACE competition [13] was held in 2016 at IPEC, a conference with a focus on fixed-parameter tractable algorithms. The objective of two competition tracks was to compute a small tree decomposition within a limited timeframe. The tracks differed in whether parallelism was allowed or not. To evaluate the performance of FlowCutter in this context, we submitted our algorithm. Our implementation runs FlowCutter iteratively with varying parameters until the time limit is reached. The parallel version runs several FlowCutter instances in parallel. The code submitted to the PACE challenge is open source and available at [45] . In the sequential track, our implementation won first place out of six submissions, and in the parallel track, it won second place out of three submissions. Given these results, it is safe to say that our algorithm is at least highly competitive, if not the state of the art, in terms of computing tree decompositions in practice.
The contraction orders used by CCH, which are based on nested dissection [25, 36] , are also called minimum fill-in orders in the context of sparse matrices. This establishes a connection to the theory of quickly solving sparse systems of linear equations. Indeed, METIS was developed with this application in mind [34] . METIS was not developed to bisect road graphs. The fact that we use METIS in the context of road graphs is therefore an example of this theoretical connection being exploited in practice. Using the same connection, it is also possible to use FlowCutter to solve a sparse system of linear equations. However, even though these two applications are so closely related, the precise tradeoff between the various optimization criteria differs. For example, in the context of sparse equation systems, cut size is less important than in the road setting, whereas having a small bisection algorithm running time is more important.
Another application is information propagation in belief networks [32] . In this setting, a set of random variables is given. It is known how these random variables depend on each other and their interactions are modeled as a graph whose nodes are the random variables. The question is how the distributions change throughout the graph if the distribution of a subset of the variables changes-i.e., some but not all variables are measured. To solve this problem, so-called junction trees are employed. Junction trees are essentially another name for tree decompositions. As we can use FlowCutter to compute tree decompositions, we can also use it to compute junction trees.
PRELIMINARIES
A directed graph is denoted by G = (V , A) with node set V and arc set A ⊆ V × V . Similarly, an undirected graph is denoted by G = (V , E) with node set V and edge set E ⊆ {e ∈ 2 V : |e | = 2}. Arcs have an implicit direction, whereas edges are undirected. A directed graph is symmetric if for every arc (y, x ) there exists an arc (x, y). In a slight abuse of notation, we do not discern between undirected and directed, symmetric graphs. We identify an edge {x, y} with the corresponding pair of arcs (x, y) and (y, x ). We set n := |V | and m := |A|. As input, we only consider undirected graphs without multiedges and without reflexive loops, i.e., without arcs of the form (x, x ). Road graphs that do not fit this description are modified 1 by removing multiedges, removing reflexive loops, and adding backarcs in the case of one-way streets. In intermediate steps of our algorithm, we also consider nonsymmetric directed graphs. The out-degree d o (x ) of a node x is the number of outgoing arcs. Similarly, the in-degree d i (x ) is the number of incoming arcs. In symmetric graphs, we refer to the value as degree
An xy-path P is a list (x, p 1 ), (p 1 , p 2 ) . . . (p i , y) of adjacent arcs and i + 1 is P's length. The distance dist(x, y) is defined as the minimum length over all xy-paths.
Cuts and Separators
In another slight abuse of notation, we do not discern between the node partition and the set of cut-arcs. The size of a cut is the number of cut-arcs. A min-cut is a cut of minimum size. A separator
There must be no arc between V 1 and V 2 . The cardinality of Q is the separator's size. The imbalance ϵ of a cut or separator is defined as the smallest number such that max {|V 1 | , |V 2 |} ≤ (1 + ϵ )n/2 . The imbalance of a separator is defined analogously. For edge cuts, 0 ≤ ϵ ≤ 1 holds. This is not necessarily the case for node separators. The separator itself may contain nodes, making it possible that the minimum ϵ is smaller than 0, as both sides can have fewer than n/2 nodes. An ST -cut/separator is a cut/separator between two disjoint node sets S and T such that S ⊆ V 1 and T ⊆ V 2 . If S = {s} and T = {t }, we write st-cut/separator. The expansion of a cut/separator is the cut's size divided by min{|V 1 | , |V 2 |}.
Pareto Optimization and NP-Hardness. Computing cuts (and separators) is inherently a bicriteria problem: we want to minimize the cut size and minimize the imbalance. A cut C 1 dominates a cut C 2 if C 1 is strictly better with respect to one criterion and no worse with respect to the other criterion. A cut that is not dominated by any other cut is Pareto optimal. We refer to the pair of imbalance and cut size of a Pareto-optimal cut as Pareto tradeoff. It is possible that several Paretooptimal cuts exist with the same tradeoff. The problem we consider asks one to compute one cut for every Pareto tradeoff. If there are several, then the algorithm is free to pick any one of them. This is a departure from existing experimental papers [2, 14, 34, 39, 42, 44, 47] that consider the problem of finding a smallest cut subject to an imbalance bounded by an input parameter. Given a cut for every Pareto tradeoff, it is easy to find a smallest cut with a bounded imbalance. However, a cut with minimum size with an imbalance bounded by an input parameter is not necessarily Pareto optimal: it is possible that a more balanced cut with the same size exists. Our problem setting is therefore a strict generalization of the problem setting considered in previous works.
The minimum cut problem disregarding the imbalance is solvable in polynomial time [21] . However, nearly all cut problems that combine optimizing imbalance and cut size are NP-hard. Examples include: • Finding a perfectly balanced minimum cut, i.e., one with ϵ = 0, is NP-hard [24] . • A sparsest cut C is a cut that minimizes |C | |V 1 |·|V 2 | . A sparsest cut is Pareto optimal. Finding a sparsest cut is NP-hard [35] .
• Even computing, for a fixed st-pair, a most balanced cut among all st-cuts of minimum size is already NP-hard [11] . • In [46] , it was shown that computing a minimum cut that respects a given imbalance is NP-hard.
Being able to compute a cut for every Pareto tradeoff efficiently would yield an efficient algorithm for all these NP-hard problems. Unless P = NP, we can therefore not hope to find an efficient algorithm that provably computes an optimal cut for every Pareto tradeoff. Our algorithm tries to heuristically compute in a single run a cut for every Pareto tradeoff.
Flows
In this article, we only consider unit flows. These are a restricted variant of the flow problem: every arc has capacity 1 and an integral flow intensity of either 0 or 1. Formally, a flow is a function f :
A flow is valid with respect to a source set S and target set T if and only if • flow may be created at sources-i.e., ∀s ∈ S : p(s) ≥ 0;
• flow may be removed at targets-i.e., ∀t ∈ T :
The flow intensity is defined as the sum over all f (x, y) for arcs (x, y) with x ∈ S and y S. In other works, the flow intensity is sometimes also called the flow value. A path a 1 , a 2 . . . , a i is saturated if there exists an i with f (a i ) = 1. A node x is source reachable if a nonsaturated sxpath exists with s ∈ S. Similarly, a node x is called target reachable if a nonsaturated xt-path exists with t ∈ T . We denote by S R the set of all source-reachable nodes and by T R the set of all targetreachable nodes. In [21] , it was shown that a flow is maximum if and only if no nonsaturated st-path with s ∈ S and t ∈ T exists. If such a path exists, then it is called an augmenting path. The classic approach to compute max-flows consists of iteratively searching for augmenting paths. Our algorithm builds upon this classic approach. The minimum ST -cut size corresponds to the maximum ST -flow intensity. We define the source-side cut as (S R , V \S R ) and the target-side cut as (T R , V \T R ). Note that in general, max-flows and min-cuts are not unique. However, the source-side and target-side cuts are. The source-side and target-side cuts are the same for every max-flow. The latter is an implication of Corollary 5.3 of [22] , which states that every min-cut is saturated with respect to every max-flow.
Customizable Contraction Hierarchy
A CCH is an acceleration algorithm for shortest-path computations. We only give a high-level overview, as we use CCH only to evaluate the quality of our separators. No part of FlowCutter builds upon CCH. The CCH details are explained in [19] . The technique uses three phases, i.e., a preprocessing phase, a customization phase, and a query phase. In the preprocessing phase, the arc weights are unknown. These are integrated into the auxiliary data in the customization phase. Shortest paths are computed in the query phase.
Preprocessing. The name-giving operation is the node contraction: contracting a node v consists of removing v and adding edges between all of v's neighbors, if they did not already exist. The input to CCH consists of a node contraction order along which the nodes are iteratively contracted. This yields a supergraph G of the input graph. By convention, we say for every edge {x, y} where x is contracted before y that x is lower than y. The position of a node in the order is called rank.
Customization. The weights of G are computed using an algorithm that essentially enumerates all triangles in G . Initially, all edges of G already present in G are assigned their input weights, whereas all edges introduced during the contraction are giving the weight ∞. The algorithm then enumerates all triangles {x, y, z} in G ordered increasingly by the position of the lowest node in the triangle. Suppose that z is this lowest node. For each triangle, the algorithm executes w (x, y) ← min{w (x, y), w (x, z) + w (z, y)}. As shown in [19] , for every pair of nodes s and t, there is a shortest st-up-down-path after the customization has finished. This is a path with nodes v 1 . . .v m . . .v such that the nodes v 1 . . .v m appear ordered increasingly by rank and the nodes v m . . .v appear ordered decreasingly by rank. The nodes v 1 . . .v m form the upward part of the path and the nodes v m . . .v form the downward part.
Query. Given the weights of G , the shortest-path query consists of a bidirectional search in G . Both the forward and the backward searches follow only upward arcs (x, y) such that x has a lower rank than y. The forward search finds the upward part and the backward search the downward part of a shortest st-up-down-path. The search space of a node z is the subgraph of G that is reachable from z while only following upward arcs. The query therefore only explores at most the whole search spaces of s and t.
Performance. Smaller search spaces yield faster queries. Fewer triangles in G yield a faster customization. Fewer edges in G result in less memory consumption. All these quality metrics depend on the contraction order.
We compute contraction orders using nested dissection [25, 36] , which works as follows: (1) determine a small balanced separator S, (2) recursively compute orders L and R for both sides, and (3) the contraction order of G consists of first contracting the nodes along L, then R, and finally along an arbitrary order of the nodes in S. The quality of the so-obtained contraction order depends on the quality of the separators used in its construction. Finding these separators is where FlowCutter fits into the big picture.
Tree Decompositions
We present an overview of the theory of tree decompositions. As the sheer quantity of works written on this subject makes it impossible to introduce them all, we refer the interested reader to three survey articles [7] [8] [9] .
Definition. A tree decomposition of an undirected graph G = (V , E) is a pair (B,T ), where B is a set of subsets of V . The elements of B are called bags. Every bag is a set of nodes. The union of all bags must equal V . It is required that for every {x, y} ∈ E there is a bag b ∈ B such that x ∈ b and y ∈ b; i.e., every edge is in one or more bags. T is a tree with the elements of B as nodes. T is called the backbone of the decomposition. Finally, it is required that for every pair of bags b s and b t whose intersection contains a vertex v ∈ b s ∩ b t , all bags b i on the unique path from b s to b t in the backbone T also contain v. The width of a decomposition is defined as the maximum bag size minus one. The tree width of a graph is the minimum width over all decompositions. For simplicity, we will further assume in our overview that all tree decompositions are well behaved; i.e., the subgraph of G induced by a bag is connected and no bag is a subset of another bag. Given a tree decomposition that does not have these properties, it is possible to obtain one that does by removing superfluous bags and splitting disconnected bags.
Chordal Graphs and Perfect Elimination
Orders. An undirected graph G is chordal if in every cycle C of at least four nodes there is a chord, i.e., a pair of nodes that are adjacent in the graph G but not adjacent in the cycle C. A node is call simplicial if its neighbors form a clique. Every chordal graph contains at least one simplicial node [23] . A perfect elimination order of an undirected graph G is
Not every graph possesses a perfect elimination order. Chordal graphs can be characterized as the graphs that possess a perfect elimination order [23] . Such an order can be constructed, given a chordal graph, by iteratively removing simplicial nodes from a chordal graph. As chordal graphs can have several simplicial nodes, chordal graphs can possess several perfect elimination orders.
The CCH contraction order is a perfect elimination order of the supergraph G constructed in the CCH. G is thus a chordal supergraph of the input graph G. In the context of chordal graphs, a contraction order is also called an elimination order.
Converting Structures. A tree decomposition can be constructed, given a chordal supergraph G of a graph G, as follows: start by identifying the maximal cliques in G . This can be done in polynomial running time using the perfect elimination ordering v i . Every maximal clique of G must appear as a union of a node v i with its neighborhood in the subgraph of G induced by v i , v i+1 . . .v n . Testing which of these linearly many neighborhoods are maximal cliques results in all maximal cliques being found. The maximal cliques of G are the bags of the decomposition. We denote their set by B. These cliques are the nodes of the tree backbone T . It remains to construct the edges of the tree backbone T . We therefore consider the weighted undirected graph T = (B, E), where an edge {x, y} exists if the intersection of bags x and y is nonempty. An edge {x, y} is weighted by the number of nodes in the intersection of x and y. T is not necessarily a tree and thus not a valid backbone. However, every maximum spanning tree of T is a valid tree backbone [6] . Computing a maximum spanning tree thus completes the tree decomposition construction. Given a tree decomposition, we can easily get back to the corresponding chordal graph. The transformation consists of adding edges between all nodes in each bag.
This gives us three views that encode essentially the same information: chordal supergraphs, tree decompositions, and elimination orders. These are interconvertible as follows:
• Given an undirected graph G and an elimination order o, we can get to a chordal supergraph G by iteratively contracting the nodes. • By computing a perfect elimination order of G , we can obtain an elimination order o of G. The orders o and o are not necessarily the same, but they induce the same chordal supergraph. • From the chordal supergraph G , we can construct a tree decomposition of G as described above. • From the tree decomposition of G, we can get back to the chordal supergraph G by adding edges in each bag.
It is guaranteed that none of these transformations increases the width of the corresponding tree decomposition.
Elimination Tree. With respect to an elimination order, we can define the elimination tree. 2 For every node v i at position i in the order, we define its parent in the elimination tree as the first node v j that appears in the order after v i such that an edge {v i , v j } exists. If no such v j exists, the node is a root in the elimination tree.
It can be shown that the nodes in the search space of v are the set of ancestors of v in the elimination tree [5] . In a shortest-path distance query from s to t in a CCH, the ancestors of s and t in the elimination tree are therefore the set of nodes touched by the CCH query algorithm. It is therefore our goal to minimize the depth of the elimination tree.
Two elimination orders that yield the same chordal supergraph do not necessarily yield the same elimination tree. The minimum depth over the elimination trees over all elimination orders is called the tree depth.
Computing Elimination Orders. Commonly used algorithms to compute tree decompositions of large graphs in practice are heuristics that try to guess the elimination order. The simplest is the minimum degree heuristic [26, 37] . It consists of iteratively contracting a node of minimum degree. This simple algorithm is usually fast and works well enough on some graphs, but at least on road graphs there is a large gap to the optimal orders [19] .
A more sophisticated approach is called nested dissection [25, 36] . The idea is precisely the same as the approach we used to compute the CCH contraction orders. It consists of finding a small balanced separator and placing these nodes at the end of the elimination order. The separator is then removed from the graph and the algorithm recursively continues on both sides.
The operation of contracting a separator last can be interpreted as trying to guess a central edge in the tree backbone. Denote by a and b two nonleaf bags and by {a, b} an edge in the backbone. The nodes of a ∩ b form a separator of the input graph [7] . If the edge {a, b} is positioned near the center of the tree backbone, then the sides of the separator a ∩ b are likely of roughly the same size. This motivates why nested dissection works in practice.
Bounding CCH Performance in Terms of Tree Width and Depth
We can express the CCH performance in terms of tree depth, which can be bounded using the tree width.
A tree decomposition of minimum width does not necessarily have an elimination order that results in a minimum elimination tree depth. For example, a path has a tree decomposition of width 1 as it is a tree. However, no elimination order exists that yields a depth smaller than n/2. Fortunately, a tree decomposition exists with a width in O (log n) and a depth in O (log n). It can be obtained using nested dissection with balanced separators. Besides small bags, a tree decomposition must also have a logarithmic diameter to allow for a low-elimination tree depth. This logarithmic diameter corresponds to the logarithmic recursion depth obtained by recursively bisecting a graph along a balanced separator.
Denote by tw the tree width of the input graph G and by td its tree depth. [10] have shown that there always exists an elimination order of G that yields an elimination tree depth of O (tw log n), but the corresponding tree decomposition does not necessarily have a minimum width. Fortunately, the depth of every elimination tree is an upper bound to the width of the corresponding tree decomposition. There is therefore always a tree decomposition with width O (tw log n) that admits an elimination tree of depth O (tw log n). Assuming that we could construct an elimination order Π of minimum elimination tree depth, which is NP-hard [38] , we could bound the performance of the corresponding CCH in terms of td.
A CCH query from s to t explores the search spaces of s and t. The number of nodes in each of them is bounded by td and thus no more than 2td nodes are visited. The running time of this exploration is, however, only bounded by O (td 2 ) as the subgraphs can be dense. In practice, the average depth and the average number of arcs over all nodes might be a better performance indicator than the maximum numbers. Fortunately, using a simple algorithm that proceeds topdown along the elimination tree, we can compute the average and maximum number of nodes and arcs in the subgraph of each node efficiently.
We are further interested in the number of edges and triangles in G as these correspond to the customization running times and the memory consumption, respectively. The number of edges is equal to v d o (v) when directing every edge of G upward. The number of triangles in which a node v appears as the lowest node is
We can bound d o (v) using the width of the tree decomposition corresponding to Π. Recall that this decomposition does not necessarily have a minimum width, but, as shown by [10] , its width can be bounded by td. We thus obtain the bounds of O (ntd) for the number of edges and O (ntd 2 ) for the number of triangles. Fortunately, for planar graphs, [27, 36] have shown that there exist nested dissection orders such that the number of edges in G is bounded by O (n log n). This is usually smaller than the O (ntd) upper edge count bound. Further, this formula can also be used to bound the number of triangles by O (ntd log n) as follows: we can bound
is the number of edges, i.e., at most O (n log n). Unfortunately, [27, 36] do not analyze the corresponding elimination tree heights. It is thus unknown whether they are in O (td). Road graphs are not strictly planar, but often planar enough to make this result relevant.
CORE FLOWCUTTER ALGORITHM
In the previous two sections, we described how finding good graph cuts and separators is beneficial to many applications. In this section, we propose our novel algorithm to compute graph cuts, named FlowCutter.
FlowCutter works by computing a sequence of st-cuts of increasing size. The more imbalanced cuts are computed first and are followed by more balanced ones. The cuts in this sequence form, after removing dominated ones, the heuristically approached Pareto set. During its execution, our algorithm maintains a maximum flow. With respect to this flow, there is a source-side cut C S and a target-side cut C T . Our algorithm picks one of the two as the next cut C that it inserts into the set. After choosing C, it modifies the set of source and target nodes and potentially augments the maintained flow. This results in a new pair of source-side and target-side cuts. FlowCutter picks C S as C if there are fewer or equally as many nodes on the source side of C S as there are on the target side of C T .
Consider the situation depicted in Figure 1 . Initially s is the only source node and t is the only target node. Our algorithm starts by computing a maximum st-flow. If we are lucky and the cut C is perfectly balanced as in Figure 1 (a), then our algorithm is finished. However, most of the time we are unlucky and we either have the situation depicted in Figure 1(b) where the source's side of C is too small or the analogous situation where the target's side of C is too small. Assume without loss of generality that the source's side is too small. Our algorithm now transforms nonsource nodes into additional source nodes to invalidate C and computes a new, more balanced st-mincut C , the second cut in the sequence. To invalidate C, our algorithm does two things: it marks all nodes on the source's side of C as source nodes and marks one node as a source node on the target's side of C that is incident to a cut edge. This node on the target's side is called the piercing node, and the corresponding cut arc is called the piercing arc. The situation is illustrated in Figure 1 (c). All nodes on the source's side are marked as source node to ensure that C does not cut through the source's side. The piercing node is necessary to ensure that C C. Choosing a good piercing arc is crucial for good quality. In this section, we assume that we have a piercing oracle that determines the piercing arc given C in time linear in the size of C. In Section 4.2, we describe heuristics to implement such a piercing oracle. For the algorithm to make progress, we need that C is nondominated. As its size is at least the size of C, this is equivalent with C being more balanced than C. However, we can only guarantee this if C is, just as C, a source-side cut as in Figure 1(d) . If C is a target-side cut as in Figure 1 (e), then C might have a worse balance than C. Luckily, as our algorithm progresses, either the target side will catch up with the balance of the source side or another source-side cut is found. In both cases, our algorithm eventually finds a cut with a better balance than C.
Our algorithm grows the sides around the source and target nodes. By doing so, it can guarantee that both sides are connected. In some applications, this is a desired property. In others, it might be an obstacle to finding the smallest possible cuts. Depending on the application, this property is therefore either a feature or a drawback of our algorithm.
Our algorithm computes the st-min-cuts by finding max-flows and using the max-flow-mincut duality [21] . It assigns unit capacities to every edge and computes the flow by successively searching for augmenting paths. A core observation of our algorithm is that turning nodes into sources or targets never invalidates the flow. It is only possible that new augmenting paths are created, increasing the maximum flow intensity. Given a set of nodes X , we say that forwardgrowing X consists of adding all nodes y to X for which a node x ∈ X and a nonsaturated xy-path exist. Analogously, backward-growing X consists of adding all nodes y for which a nonsaturated yx-path exists. The growing operations are implemented using a graph traversal algorithm (such as a DFS or BFS) that only follows nonsaturated arcs. The algorithm maintains, besides the flow values, four node sets: the set of sources S, the set of targets T , the set of source-reachable nodes S R , and the set of target-reachable nodes T R . An augmenting path exists if and only if S R ∩ T R ∅. Initially, we set S = {s} andT = {t }. Our algorithm works in rounds. In every round, it tests whether an augmenting path exists. If one exists, the flow is augmented and S R and T R are recomputed. If no augmenting path exists, then it must enlarge either S or T . This operation also yields the next cut. It then selects a piercing arc and grows S R and T R accordingly. The pseudo-code is presented as Algorithm 1.
Running Time
Assuming a piercing oracle with a running time linear in the current cut size, we can show that the algorithm has a running time in O (cm), where c is the size of the most balanced cut found and m is the number of edges in the graph. The exact details are slightly more involved but, fortunately, the ALGORITHM 1: Pseudo-Code Illustrating the Core st-Bisection Algorithm core argument is simple. All sets only grow unless we find an augmenting path. As each node can only be added once to each set, the running time between finding two augmenting paths is linear.
In total, we find c augmenting paths. The total running time is thus in O (cm). The remainder of this section contains the details necessary to formally show the O (cm) worst-case running time. Lines 1 to 3 of Algorithm 1, which initialize the data structures, have a running time in O (m) and are therefore unproblematic. The condition in line 4 can be implemented in O (1) as follows: S and T only grow. Using two bit-arrays with n elements, we can store which node is in S and which is in T . When adding a node, we raise the corresponding bit and check whether the bit in the array is set. As S and T only grow, the loop will abort the next time line 4 is reached, once there is one node for which both bits are set.
We can use a similar structure for the test between S R and T R in line 5. S R and T R only grow as long as the true branch in lines 6 to 8 is not executed. Outside of the true branch, we can therefore use the same bit-vector trick to achieve an O (1) test in line 5. Lines 6 to 8 consist of the code that augments the flow; i.e., they have a running time of O (m) each time that the branch is executed.
In O (m) running time, we can reset the bit arrays, i.e., entering the true branch is unproblematic for the running time of the test in line 5. We can therefore account for the running time needed to manage the bit arrays in lines 6 to 8 and have an O (1)-test in line 5.
As already stated, lines 6 to 8 augment the flow and need O (m) running time each time they are executed. Fortunately, there can be at most c path augmentations. The total time spent in lines 6 to 8 over the algorithm's execution is therefore in O (cm).
In addition to maintaining the bit arrays for S R and T R , we can keep track of the number of elements in the sets. This allows us to implement the test in line 10 in O (1) .
Showing that the algorithm spends no more than O (cm) running time in lines 11 to 15 and in the analogous lines 16 and 17 is the tricky part of the algorithm's analysis. Lines 16 and 17 follow directly by symmetry and therefore we focus on lines 11 to 15.
We will first establish that lines 10 to 17 are only executed at most m times. In each iteration, an arc is chosen as a piercing arc. After being chosen, an arc cannot participate in another cut and can therefore not be chosen a second time as a piercing arc. As there are only m arcs, the number of iterations is bounded by m.
For each of S, T , S R , and T R , we maintain the data structures of a breadth-first search, 3 i.e., a queue and a bit array of n elements. Growing a set as seen in lines 11 and 15 consists of removing nodes from the corresponding queue and visiting neighboring nodes until the queue is emptied, i.e., executing the regular breadth-first search algorithm. Adding a node to the set as seen in line 14 consists of adding the node to the queue and raising the corresponding in the bit array. It is thus clear that the operation in line 14 is in O (1), and as there are at most m iterations, the total time spent in line 14 is in O (m), which is below the claimed running time of O (cm). The growing of the sets S and T is also in O (m) as we never remove an element from S or T and they therefore consist of standard breadth-first searches. These searches are interrupted from time to time, but this does not change the fact that the total running time spent in them is in O (m). Analyzing the running time required to grow the sets S R and T R is more difficult as the states of the associated searches can be reset in line 7. Fortunately, as we have already established, line 7 can only be executed at most c times. There are therefore only O (c) state resets. Between two resets the search consists of a normal breadth-first search with a running time in O (m). The total running time is therefore bounded by O (cm).
We assumed that the piercing oracle requires a running time proportional to the number of arcs in the cut from which it must choose. The number of cut arcs never decreases. Further, there are c cut arcs at the end. We therefore know that c is an upper bound to the size of every intermediate cut. Further, as there are at most m iterations, we have bounded the total running time in line 13 by O (cm).
It remains to show that line 12, which outputs the cuts, does not require more than O (cm) running time. This seems trivial at first, but the details are significantly more involved than one would naively expect. Following the argumentation for line 13, we know that the operation must run in O (c) running time to achieve a total running time of O (cm). The algorithm must therefore output the cuts as a list of cut arcs and not as a bit array that maps each node to a side, as is often done in competitor algorithms. Outputting bit arrays would be too slow. Another problem consists of identifying the cut arcs efficiently. In O (c) running time, the algorithm cannot iterate over all nodes in S or T to determine all outgoing arcs, which is needed to find the cut arcs in a straightforward way. The trick to achieve the required running time consists of maintaining two lists of saturated arcs. The first list consists of saturated arcs that depart in S and could be part of the cut. The second list consists of saturated arcs that enter T and work analogously. If the algorithm encounters a saturated arc when growing S in line 11, it adds the arc to the list of S. It does this regardless of whether the arc is a cut arc. When reaching line 12, this list contains all cut arcs but also possibly additional saturated arcs that are not part of the cut. The algorithm therefore iterates over all arcs before outputting them and removes those that are not cut arcs. This step can have a running time larger than O (c). Fortunately, as every arc can only be added once to the list, it can also only be removed once. The total running time needed for the removal is therefore in O (m) and we do not need to account for it in line 12. Further, after removing superfluous arcs, at most O (c) remain, which is within the required bounds. This concludes the proof that the running time of our core algorithm is within O (cm).
Piercing Heuristic
In this section, we describe how we implement the piercing oracle used in the previous section. Given an unbalanced arc cut C, the piercing oracle should select a piercing arc that is not part of the final balanced cut in at most O (|C |) time. Piercing the source-side and target-side cuts is analogous and we therefore only describe the procedure for the source side. Denote by a = (q, p) the piercing arc with piercing node p S.
Our piercing heuristic is composed of two parts: the primary and the secondary heuristic. The primary heuristic first narrows down the set of potential piercing arcs and the secondary heuristic then chooses from this smaller set.
Primary Heuristic: Avoid Augmenting Paths
The first heuristic consists of avoiding augmenting paths whenever possible. Piercing an arc a leads to an augmenting path, if and only if p ∈ T R -i.e., a nonsaturated path from p to a target node exists. As our algorithm has computed T R , it can determine in constant time whether piercing an arc would increase the size of the next cut. The proposed heuristic consists of preferring edges with p T R if possible. It is possible that none or multiple p T R exist. In this case, our algorithm employs a further heuristic to choose the piercing arc among them.
However, the secondary heuristic is often only relevant in the case that an augmenting path is unavoidable. Consider the situation depicted in Figure 2 . Our algorithm can choose between three piercing arcs a, b, and c. It will not pick a as this would increase the cut size. The question that remains is whether b or c is better. The answer is that it nearly never matters. Piercing b or c does not modify the flow and therefore not T R . Which piercing arcs result in larger cuts is therefore left unchanged. No matter whether b or c is picked, picking a in the next iteration results again in an augmenting path. The algorithm will therefore eventually end up with the same cut composed solely of arcs that should be avoided unless perfect balance is achieved first. This cut is represented as a dashed line in Figure 2 . We know that the dashed cut has the same size as all cuts found between the current cut and the dashed cut. Further, the dashed cut has the best balance among them and therefore dominates all of them. It therefore does not matter which of these dominated cuts are enumerated and in which order they are found.
This means that most of the time our avoid-augmenting-paths heuristic does the right thing. However, it is less effective when cuts approach perfect balance. In this case, it is possible that perfect balance is achieved before the dashed cut is found. The result consists of a race between source and target sides to claim the last nodes. Not the best side wins, but the first that gets there. 
Secondary Heuristic: Distance Based
If our primary avoid-augmenting-paths heuristic does not uniquely determine the piercing arc, we use a secondary distance heuristic to tie-break between the remaining choices. Our algorithm picks a piercing arc such that dist(p, t ) − dist(s, p) is maximized, where s and t are the original source and target nodes. The dist(p, t )-term avoids that the source-side cut and the target-side cut meet as nodes close to t are more likely to be close to the target-side cut. Subtracting dist(s, p) is motivated by the observation that s has a high likelihood of being positioned far away from the balanced cuts. A piercing node close to s is therefore likely on the same side as s. Our algorithm precomputes the distances from s and t to all nodes before the core algorithm is run. This allows it to evaluate dist(p, t ) − dist(s, p) in constant time inside the piercing oracle.
The distance heuristic has a geometric interpretation as depicted in Figure 3 . We interpret the nodes as positions in the plane and the distances as being Euclidean. The set of points p for which p − t 2 − p − s 2 = c holds for some constant c is one branch of a hyperbola whose two foci are s and t. The figure depicts the branches for c = 1.3 and c = 0.7. The heuristic prefers piecing nodes on the c = 1.3-branch as it maximizes c. A consequence of this is that the heuristic works well if the desired cut follows roughly a line perpendicular to the line through s and t. This heuristic works on many graphs, but there are instances where it breaks down. For example, cuts with a circle-like shape are problematic. This geometric interpretation also works in higher-dimensional spaces.
EXTENSIONS
Our base algorithm can be extended to compute general small cuts that are independent of an input st-pair, to compute node separators, and to compute contraction orders.
General Cuts
Our core algorithm computes balanced st-cuts. In many situations, cuts independent of a specific st-pair are needed. This problem variant can be solved with high probability by running Flow Cutter q times with st-pairs picked uniformly at random. Indeed, suppose that C is a Paretooptimal cut such that the larger side has α · n nodes (i.e., α = (ϵ + 1)/2) and q is the number of st-pairs. The probability that C separates a random st-pair is 2α (1 − α ). The success probability over all q st-pairs is thus 1 − (1 − 2α (1 − α )) q . For ϵ = 33% and q = 20, the number of pairs we recommend in our experiments, the success probability is larger than 99.99%. For larger α, this rate decreases. However, it is still large enough for all practical purposes, as for α = 0.9 (i.e., ϵ = 80%) and q = 20 the rate is still slightly above 98.11%. The number of st-pairs needed does not depend on the size of the graph nor on the cut size. If the instances are run one after another, then the running time depends on the worst cut's size, which may be more than c. We therefore run the instances simultaneously and stop once one instance has found a cut of size c. The running time is thus in O (qcm). As we set q to a constant value of at most 100 in our experiments, the running time is in O (cm).
This argumentation relies on the assumption that it is enough to find an st-pair that is separated. However, in practice, the positions of s and t in their respective sides influence the performance of our piercing heuristic. As a result, it is possible that in practice more st-pairs are needed than predicted by the argument above because of effects induced by the properties of the piercing oracle.
Node Separators
To compute contraction orders, node separators are needed and not edge cuts. To achieve this, we employ a standard construction to model node capacities in flow problems [1, 22] . We transform the symmetric input graph G = (V , A) into a directed expanded graph G = (V , A ) and compute flows on G . We expand G into G as follows: for each node x ∈ V there are two nodes x i and x o in V . We refer to x i as the in-node and to x o as the out-node of x. There is an internal arc (x i , x o ) ∈ A for every node x ∈ V . We further add for every arc (x, y) ∈ A an external arc (x o , y i ) to A . The construction is illustrated in Figure 4 . For a source-target pair s and t in G, we run the core algorithm with source node s o and target node t i in G . The algorithm computes a sequence of cuts in G . Each of the cut arcs in G corresponds to a separator node or a cut edge in G depending on whether the arc in G is internal or external. From this mixed cut, our algorithm derives a node separator by choosing for every cut edge in G the endpoint on the larger side. Unfortunately, using this construction, it is possible that the graph is separated into more than two components; i.e., we can no longer guarantee that both sides are connected.
Contraction Orders
Our algorithm constructs contraction orders using an approach based on nested dissection [25, 36] . It bisects G along a node separator Q into subgraphs G 1 and G 2 . It recursively computes orders for G 1 and G 2 . The order of G is the order of G 1 followed by the order of G 2 followed by the nodes in Q in an arbitrary order. Selecting Q is unfortunately highly nontrivial.
The cuts produced by FlowCutter can be represented using a plot such as in Figure 5 . Each point represents a nondominated cut. The question is which of the many points to choose. After some experimentation, we went with the following heuristic: pick a separator with minimum expansion and at most 60% imbalance. This choice is not perfect as the experiments of Section 6.4 show but works well in most cases. Picking a cut of minimum expansion given a Pareto cut set is easy. However, we know of no easy way to do this using an algorithm that computes a single small cut of bounded imbalance, as all the competitor algorithms do. It is therefore not easy to swap FlowCutter out for any of the competitors without also dropping expansion as an optimization criterion.
We continue the recursion until we obtain trees and cliques. On cliques, any order is optimal. On trees, an order can be derived from a so-called optimal node ranking as introduced in [33] . A node ranking of a tree is a labeling of the nodes with integers 1, 2 . . . k such that on the unique path between two nodes x and y with the same label, there exists a node z with a larger label. An optimal node ranking is one with minimum k. Contracting the nodes by increasing the label yields an elimination tree of minimum depth. In [41] , it has been shown that these rankings can be computed in linear running time.
Special Preprocessing for Road Graphs. Road graphs have many nodes of degree 1 or 2. We exploit this in a fast preprocessing step similar to [18] to significantly reduce the graph size.
Our algorithm first determines the largest biconnected component B using [31] in linear time. It then removes all edges from G that leave B. It continues independently on every connected component of G as described in the next paragraph. The set of connected components usually consists of B and many tiny, often tree-like graphs. The resulting orders are concatenated such that the order of B is at the end. The other orders can be concatenated arbitrarily.
For each connected component, our algorithm starts by marking the nodes with a degree of 3 or higher. For each degree-2 chain x, y 1 . . . y k , z between two marked nodes x and z with x z, it adds an edge {x, z}. It then splits the graph into the graph G ≥3 induced by the marked nodes and the graph G ≤2 induced by the unmarked nodes. Edges between marked and unmarked nodes are dropped. G ≤2 consists of the disjoint union of paths. As paths are trees, we can therefore employ the node-ranking-based tree-ordering algorithm described above to determine a node order. For G ≥3 , we determine an order using FlowCutter and nested dissection as described above. We position the nodes of G ≤2 before those of G ≥3 and obtain the node order of the connected component.
EXPERIMENTS
We compare Flowcutter to the state-of-the-art partitioners KaHip [39] , Metis [34] , and InertialFlow [42] . There is a superficial comparison with PUNCH [16] in Section 6.3. We present three experiments: (1) we compare the produced contraction orders in terms of CCH performance in Section 6.2 on road graphs made available during the DIMACS challenge on shortest paths [17] , (2) we compare the Pareto cut sets in more detail in Section 6.3 on the same road graphs, and (3) we evaluate FlowCutter on nonroad graphs using the Walshaw benchmark set [44] in Section 6.5. Section 6.1 describes the experimental setup common to all experiments. All experiments were run on a Xeon E5-1630 v3 @ 3.70GHz with 128GB DDR4-2133 RAM.
Algorithm Implementations Used and Their Configurations
Edge Cut Algorithm. We use FlowCutter in three variants denoted by F3, F20, and F100, with three, 20, and 100 random source-target pairs, respectively. InertialFlow was introduced in [42] , but no code was published. Fortunately, the idea is simple and we therefore were able to reimplement the algorithm. We refer to it using the letter I. Metis is a well-known general graph partitioner based on a multilevel scheme. The original authors published source code, which we used in our experiments. We compare against Metis 5.1.0, which is the newest version at the time of writing, and refer to it as M. KaHip also uses a multilevel scheme but adds a lot of optimizations compared to Metis that can drastically decrease the cut sizes. The KaHip source code is also available and thus we use it for our experiments. At the time of writing, the current version of KaHip is 1.00. Unfortunately, we have observed several regressions compared to earlier versions. These regressions are due to a bug being fixed that caused certain expensive flow-based refinement steps not being run for higher imbalances. The newer version achieves smaller cuts at the expense of higher running times for higher imbalances. Because of these regressions and for comparability with previous works, we also include comparisons with the earlier versions KaHip 0.61 and KaHip 0.73, which were the current versions and therefore used when we performed the experiments for [19] and [29] , respectively. We use KaHip in the strong preconfiguration and add --enforce_balance to the commandline for max ϵ = 0. We refer to the three variants as K0.61, K0.73, and K1.00.
Node-Ordering Algorithms. Metis provides its own node-ordering tool called ndmetis, which we use. Unfortunately, no other package provides a similar tool. We have therefore implemented a nested dissection algorithm on top of them. For KaHip 1.00 and InertialFlow, we use the same straightforward nested dissection implementation that computes one edge cut at each level and recurses until either cliques or trees are reached. Edge cuts are transformed into node separators by picking the nodes on one side incident to the cut edges. For KaHip, we use a maximum imbalance of 20%, and for InertialFlow, we use 60%. For KaHip 0.61, we use an older nested dissection implementation originally written for [19] . It is not optimized for running time, only for quality. At each level, it invokes KaHip several times with different random seeds and picks the smallest cut found. It calls KaHip repeatedly on every level until for 10 consecutive calls no smaller cut is found. We do this to reliably get rid of variations in achieved cut sizes that are due to randomization. However, this setup is unfavorable to KaHip as it results in large running times. We decided to stick with the old ordering routine for K0.61 for comparability with [19] and use an ordering scheme for K1.0 that only computes one cut per level. The FlowCutter nested dissection implementation is based on the same code as used for KaHip 1.00 and InertialFlow but uses the separator variant of FlowCutter and performs the low-degree node optimizations described in Section 5.3.
KaHip v1.00 includes a more sophisticated tool to transform edge cuts into node separators using the algorithm of [40] . We tried using it in combination with the newer nested dissection scheme with one separator per level, but we needed 19 hours to compute orders for the small California and Nevada graph used in our experiments. We were not able to compute orders on the larger instances in reasonable time and therefore omit this algorithm from our comparison.
Order Experiments
We computed contraction orders for four DIMACS road graphs [17] . Our results are summarized in Table 1 . We report the average and maximum over all nodes v of the number of nodes and arcs in the CCH search space of v, the number of arcs and triangles in the CCH, and the induced upper treewidth bound. We additionally report the order computation times, the customization times, and the average shortest-path distance query times. Only the customization times are parallelized using four cores. The customization times are the median over nine runs to eliminate variance. The query running times are averaged over 10 6 st -queries with s and t picked uniformly at random. Several CCH customization variants exist. The times reported are for a nonamortized, nonperfect customization, with SSE and using precomputed triangles.
Instances. The smallest test instance is the DIMACS Colorado graph with n = 436K and m = 1M. Next is California and Nevada with n = 1.9M and m = 4.6M, followed by (Western) Europe with n = 18M and m = 44M, and finally a graph encompassing the whole United States with n = 24M and m = 57M. Table 1 contains a lot of data. However, some columns are related. We therefore first point these relations out and then limit our discussion to the remaining nonrelated columns. We observe that, modulo small cache effects, the customization time is correlated with the number of triangles, and the average query running time is correlated with the number of arcs in the CCH. These correlations are nonsurprising and were predicted by CCH theory. Denote by n s and m s the number of nodes and arcs in the search space. For the average numbers, we observe that 1.7 ≤ n s (n s −1) 2 /m s ≤ 2.6, and for the maximum numbers, we observe that 2.1 ≤ n s (n s −1) 2 /m s ≤ 3.9, which indicates that the search spaces are nearly complete graphs. The number of nodes and the number of arcs are thus related. We can therefore say that the search space is small or large without indicating whether we refer to nodes or arcs as one implies the other.
Relations between Columns.
Search Spaces. One of the FlowCutter variants always produces the smallest search spaces. KaHip produces the next smaller search spaces, followed by InertialFlow. Metis is last by a large margin. It is interesting that the USA graph has a smaller search space than the Europe graph. The ratio between the average and the maximum search space sizes is very interesting. A high ratio indicates that a partitioner often finds good cuts, but at least one cut is comparatively bad. This ratio is never close to 1, indicating that road graphs are not perfectly homogeneous. In some regions, probably cities, the cuts are worse than in some other regions, probably the countryside. However, compared to the competitors, the ratio is higher for InertialFlow. This illustrates that its geography-based heuristic is effective most of the time but in few cases fails noticeably at finding a good cut.
Number of Arcs.
A small search space size is not equivalent with the CCH, containing only few arcs. It is possible that vertices are shared between many search spaces and thus the CCH can be significantly smaller than the sum of the search space sizes. This effect occurs and explains why the number of arcs in CCH is orders of magnitude smaller than the sum over the arcs in all search spaces. Further, minimizing the number of arcs in the CCH is not necessarily the same as minimizing the search space sizes. This explains why Metis beats KaHip in terms of CCH size but not in terms of search space size. InertialFlow seems to be comparable to Metis in terms of CCH size, as their CCH arc counts are never significantly different. However, FlowCutter beats all competitors and clearly achieves the smallest CCH sizes.
Number of Triangles.
A third important order quality metric is the number of triangles in the CCH. Metis is competitive on the two smaller graphs but is clearly dominated on the continental sized graphs. InertialFlow and KaHip seem to be very similar on all but the USA graph. On the USA graph, K1.0 is ahead of both InertialFlow and K0.61. FlowCutter also wins with respect to this quality metric, producing between 20% and 30% fewer triangles than the closest competitor.
Treewidth. As the CCH is essentially a chordal graph that is closely tied to tree decompositions, we can easily obtain upper bounds on the tree width of the input graphs as a side product. This quality metric is not directly related to CCH performance but is of course indirectly related as most of the other criteria can be bounded in terms of it. As such, it reflects the same trend: Metis is the worst, followed by InertialFlow, followed by KaHip, and FlowCutter has the best bounds. Analogous to the search space sizes, we observe that the USA graph has a significantly lower tree width than the Europe graph, assuming that our upper treewidth bounds are not completely off.
Running Time. Quality comes at a price, and thus the computation times of the orders follow nearly the opposite trend: KaHip is the slowest, followed by FlowCutter, followed by InertialFlow, while Metis is astonishingly fast.
K1.00 versus K0.61. The two KaHip versions seem to be very similar. Sometimes the newer version K1.00 is ahead and sometimes the older version K0.61 wins in terms of order quality. We explain this effect by differences in implementation in our nested dissection code. Recall that K0.61 takes the best cut of at least 10 iterations on each level, whereas K1.00 only computes a single cut. This means that K1.00 is more sensible to random fluctuations coming from bad random seeds than K0.61. On average, one run of K1.00 is better than one run of K0.61. However, the best of at least 10 K0.61 runs wins against one K1.00 run with a bad seed. This effect explains the observed variance. Both the running times of K1.0 and K0.61 are very high, but for different reasons. K0.61 is slow because of the numerous repetitions on each level. However, K1.00 is slow because the newer KaHip version is significantly slower for ϵ = 20% than the older versions. We will see this effect in greater detail in Section 6.3.
F3 versus F20 versus F100. It is not always clear which of F3, F20, or F100 gives the best results. F3 is most of the time slightly worse. This suggests that three source-target pairs are enough to get good separators most of the time but not enough to be fully reliable. A bad random seed can result in good separators being missed. The difference between F20 and F100 in terms of order quality is nearly negligible. This means that F20 and F100 find nearly always at least very similar separators. We conclude that there is no real advantage of going from 20 source-target pairs to 100 on road graphs. Twenty source-target pairs are enough to be quality-wise nearly independent of the random seed used.
Pareto Cut Set Experiments
In the previous experiment, we have demonstrated that FlowCutter produces the best contraction orders. In this section, we look at the Parteo cut sets of five graphs in more detail. These are the DIMACS California and Nevada, Colorado, USA, and Europe graphs and a Central European subgraph.
Experimental Setup. For each of these graphs, we report the results in a table similar to Table 2 . With the exception of FlowCutter, we ran each of the algorithms for various maximum imbalance input parameters (max ϵ column), effectively sampling the Pareto set computed by each partitioner. We report the imbalance of the produced cut. This achieved imbalance can be smaller than the input parameter, which is only a maximum. We further report the size of each cut and indicate whether both sides of the cut form connected subgraphs. Finally, we report the running time needed to compute each cut. To compute all reported cuts, i.e., the sampled Pareto set, all partitioners except FlowCutter need the sum over all reported running times.
For FlowCutter, we use a slightly different setup. We compute a set of Pareto cuts using FlowCutter and then pick the best cut from this set that has an imbalance below the requested maximum. This means that for FlowCutter, one can compute all reported cuts within the time needed to compute the cut for the input parameter max ϵ = 0.
PUNCH. In [16] , a competing algorithm named PUNCH was introduced. Unfortunately, we do not have access to an implementation of it. We therefore cannot perform experiments with this algorithm. However, for the USA and Europe graphs, the original authors [16] report cut sizes for an imbalance of 3%. In their experimental setup, PUNCH is run 100 times with varying random seeds. On average, PUNCH finds a cut with 130 edges for the Europe graph and 70 edges for the USA graph. The minimum cut size over 100 runs is 129 and 69 edges, respectively. K1.0 finds a cut with 130 edges for the Europe graph and 69 edges for the USA graph. We conclude that the performance of PUNCH is comparable in terms of quality to K1.0.
Instance Selection. Selecting meaningful and representative testing instances is difficult as can be seen from Table 2 . For the imbalance between 20% and 50%, all partitioners with the exception of Metis find a cut of the same size. One can argue that this imbalance range is the most relevant for our application. It is therefore hard to argue, based on this experiment, whether one partitioner is better than another in terms of cut quality because they are all quasi the same. All cuts with 61 edges divide the United States along the Mississippi River into east and west. This cut is so Table 2 . Results for the DIMACS USA Graph pronounced that nearly all partitioners manage to find it. However, we cannot conclude from this experiment that all partitioners are interchangeable in terms of quality. This experiment only illustrates that the USA graph is in some sense an easy instance and therefore not a good testing instance. We therefore need to look at subgraphs of the United States to be able to observe the differences in quality, which definitely exist given the difference in contraction order qualities. We provide results for the DIMACS California and Nevada graph and the DIMACS Colorado graph in Tables 3 and 4 . We also ran experiments on the DIMACS Europe graph. However, because of the special geographical topology of Europe, which we discuss in detail in Section 6.4, this graph is also nonrepresentative. We therefore evaluate the algorithms on a Central European subgraph induced by nodes with a latitude ∈ [45, 52] and a longitude ∈ [ −2, 11] . This subgraph has about n = 7M nodes and m = 18M arcs.
Discussion for USA.
As already outlined, we cannot deduce much from the experimental results for the USA graph. However, there are a few observations that are interesting nonetheless. Most of these observations are also valid for all other test instances. We will therefore refrain from repeating these observations when discussing the other graphs.
Limitations of Metis.
Metis is clearly dominated as it is the only partitioner unable to find the Mississippi. We can further observe that for imbalances of 70% and above, Metis finds huge cuts. This is most likely a bug in the implementation. Further, while Metis does find a highly balanced cut, it is not perfectly balanced and therefore formally not a valid output for the case max ϵ = 0.
Limitations of KaHip. The running times of K0.73 are comparatively small for imbalances of 20% and higher. This is not the behavior that one would expect from the algorithm description. The running time is expected to grow with increasing imbalance as it does for K1.00. The reason for this behavior is the bug that was fixed in version 1.00. Before this version, KaHip would not do the flow-based refinement steps correctly. KaHip was therefore faster, but the achieved cuts can be very strange. This fixed bug is also the reason computing contraction orders with K1.00 is so slow.
Different Mississippi Cuts.
Another interesting observation is that while nearly all partitioners are able to find a Mississippi cut, they find different variants of it. All cuts have size 61, but the achieved imbalances vary. FlowCutter finds slightly smaller imbalances than KaHip and Iner-tialFlow. The cuts found by FlowCutter are therefore marginally better.
Connected Sides. FlowCutter guarantees by construction that both sides of each reported cut are connected. The other partitioners give no such guarantees. This means that the exact problem variants that they solve are slightly different. We therefore report for each of the other partitioners whether the cut they find happens to have connected sides. It is interesting that this is nearly always the case. One of the exceptions is, for example, the 3% imbalance of K1.00 with 69 edges. This cut is also the only situation where FlowCutter is outperformed in terms of cut size on the USA graph. However, the sides of this cut are not connected. The cut is therefore not a valid solution with respect to the exact problem setting solved by FlowCutter. This explains why it is not found.
Perfectly Balanced Cuts. Even though it is not useful for our application, it is interesting to compare the algorithms in terms of perfectly balanced cuts. This is the case when max ϵ = 0, or formulated differently: the number of nodes on each side must not differ by more than one node. Past research has partially focused on this special case. KaHip even includes a special postprocessing step called cycle refinement to reduce the sizes of perfectly balanced cuts [39] . The results are surprising. Metis is not able to find perfectly balanced cuts as the balance of the achieved cut is larger than required. For this border case, the achieved cuts are thus formally not valid. Even though KaHip includes special code, the achieved cut sizes are large. They even rival those of InertialFlow, a heuristic that in the case of perfect balance degenerates to sorting the nodes by longitude and cutting along the median. KaHip's cycle refinement clearly does not work on this kind of graph. Even though FlowCutter was not designed to compute perfectly balanced cuts, it is capable of doing so. Further, these cuts found turn out to be the smallest among all competitors by a significant margin.
Discussion for California and Nevada.
Perfectly Balanced Cuts. We include the DIMACS California and Nevada graph in our benchmark because [14] were able to determine the optimal size of a perfectly balanced cut for this graph. The optimum is 32 edges. The best cut found by the partitioners evaluated in Table 3 contains 39 edges and was found by FlowCutter. It is therefore off by seven edges. However, even with a slight imbalance, i.e., max ϵ = 1%, F3, F20, and K0.73 are able to find a cut with 31 edges. As this cut is smaller than the smallest balanced cut, it is possible that this 31-edge cut is optimal.
Cut Sizes. The sizes of the cuts on California seem to be similar to those of the USA graph. There is one small and very pronounced cut, the one with 29 edges, which is found by all partitioners. However, F20 is able to find a 28-and 24-edge cut for higher imbalances. KaHip misses these cuts and sticks with the 29-edge cut. It is also interesting that InertialFlow is able to find a good 29edge cut with a 2.7% imbalance. Unfortunately, it does not find it when the input parameter is at max ϵ = 3% but at max ϵ = 20%. This means InertialFlow is capable of finding good cuts, but max ϵ parameters that significantly differ from the desired ϵ have to be tried.
Discussion for Colorado.
Perfectly Balanced Cuts. The authors of [14] were also able to determine the minimum size of a perfectly balanced cut on the Colorado graph. It has 29 edges. While FlowCutter comes closest among all the evaluated partitioners, the cut found is again significantly larger by eight edges. For imbalances in the range of 1% to 3%, F20, K0.73, and K1.00 manage to achieve cut sizes of 29 edges, but no cut is perfectly balanced. All of them are therefore suboptimal. For ϵ = 5%, cuts smaller than 29 edges are found.
Cut Sizes. In contrast to the USA graph, we observe different cut sizes for the different partitioners on this instance for the relevant imbalances. We can therefore better deduce from this experiment whether a partitioner is better than another for our specific application. We observe that F20 wins with respect to every imbalance except for max ϵ = 3% and max ϵ = 5%, where K1.00 and K0.73 respectively win by one edge. This demonstrates that FlowCutter is indeed a heuristic and does not always achieve the optimum. Comparing K1.00 and K0.73 is interesting. One could expect K1.00 to always win because it is the newer version, but this is not the case. For max ϵ = 1%, K1.00 is five edges ahead, but for max ϵ = 10%, K0.73 wins by five edges. This can mean that K1.00 is not always superior to K0.73. Another explanation is that both do not make enough iterations in their standard configuration to produce results that are reliable, i.e, with high probability insensitive to the random seed used. Rerunning K1.00 and K0.73 with different random seeds could change the outcome. The cut sizes of Metis are far from the competitors. InertialFlow is better than Metis but also clearly dominated.
Running Times. Metis and InertialFlow are by an order of magnitude faster but also compute worse cuts. The comparison between FlowCutter and KaHip is interesting. FlowCutter gets slower with a decreasing maximum imbalance. However, KaHip gets slower with an increasing maximum imbalance, i.e., the other way round. A clear ranking is therefore not possible, but the tendency for max imbalances above 10% is that F3 is the fastest, followed by K0.73, followed by F20, and finally K1.00.
Discussion for Central Europe.
Cut Sizes. In Table 5 , we report the results of our experiments for the Central Europe graph. The most striking observation is that the cut sizes in this graph are larger than those in any of the USA graphs. This explains why the Europe graph has a higher tree width and larger search spaces than the USA graph. It is not immediately clear which cut is the best for our application; however, the cuts with sizes 180, 162, and 155 seem to offer a good tradeoff Table 5 . Results for the DIMACS Central Europe Graph between cut size and imbalance. F20 manages to find all of them. K1.00 finds a variant of the 162-edge cut with a marginally higher imbalance. InertialFlow is able to find the 162and the 155-edge cuts. Unfortunately, as already previously observed, we need to set the max ϵ parameter significantly higher than the imbalance of the cuts for InertialFlow to find them.
Running Times. On all of the USA graphs, F20 was at least on par with K1.00 in terms of running time and often even faster. On this graph, we see a significant gap of at least a factor 2 for all imbalances below 70%. The explanation is that the running time of FlowCutter depends not only on the graph size but also on the cut size. As this graph has larger cuts than the USA graphs, FlowCutter is slower. KaHip's running time is not or is at least less affected by cut size and therefore comes out ahead on this graph. However, for our particular application, i.e., nested dissection, a running time sensitive to the cut size is a good thing. We have only a few top-level cuts with large cuts but many more low-level cuts that have tiny cuts. A partitioner that gets faster the smaller the cuts become is therefore useful in this scenario as it gets faster on the lower levels. This observation also explains why F20 wins against K1.00 in terms of running time on the Europe graph in the CCH experiment.
Special Structure of the Europe Graph
We present the results for the Europe graph in Table 6 . The reported cut sizes do not follow the pattern observed in the other graphs. The cuts of F20 are significantly larger than those of KaHip. Another observation is that most of the cuts found by partitioners except FlowCutter do not have connected sides. This already hints at the root of the problem. In Figure 6 , we visualized the cuts found. Figure 6 (a) depicts the cut found by KaHip with 112 edges, and Figure 6 (c) depicts the cut found by F20 with 188 edges. Visually these two cuts look very different. To explain the effect in detail, we must first describe some properties of the Europe graph.
Unique Geography. Top-level Europe has a unique geographic topology. There is a wellconnected center formed by France, Germany, Belgium, Luxembourg, and the Netherlands. Further, there are four peninsulas. Spain and Portugal are only connected by a comparatively small piece of land with France. Italy is separated from the rest of Europe by the Alps. Sweden and Norway are separated by the Baltic Sea from Central Europe. They are only connected to Denmark by a highway bridge in Copenhagen. This bridge is also the cut with two edges with 72% imbalance found by several partitioners. Great Britain is separated by the North Sea and is only connected to the continent using ferries, which are treated as roads in the benchmark dataset. There are further ferries between Spain and England, and between Spain and Italy. However, there are no ferries from or to Scandinavia.
Structure of KaHip Cuts. The KaHip cut with 112 edges separates Central Europe from its peninsulas. The sides are not connected because there is no path from Great Britain to Scandinavia. The KaHip cut with 129 edges with connected sides further separates Denmark from Germany. The sides of the cut are connected, as there is a ferry from England to Denmark and a bridge from Denmark to Sweden.
Structure of FlowCutter Cuts. The FlowCutter cut is structurally very different. FlowCutter separates Central Europe along the Rhine River and the Alps. FlowCutter cannot find the 112-edge cut because its sides are not connected. Further, it does not find the 129-edge cut because the shape of this cut is very different from what the employed piercing heuristic expects.
KaHip versus FlowCutter. At first glance, KaHip seems to be better than FlowCutter on this instance. However, this is not consistent with our observation that FlowCutter produces better contraction orders. The explanation is that, as we consider a recursive bisection, the question is not whether Central Europe must be cut along the Rhine River, but at which recursion level we do it. FlowCutter does it at the top level, whereas KaHip does it at a lower level. It is unclear which approach is better. We will investigate this question in detail below. However, before we answer this question, we explore how we can modify FlowCutter to find a cut similar to the one found by KaHip.
Adapting FlowCutter. One can regard the balanced 112-edge cut of KaHip as a union of four smaller edge cuts with higher imbalances. There is one cut for each peninsula. Repeatedly cutting each peninsula on consecutive levels of the recursion is equivalent with cutting them all in one level. The question is therefore whether FlowCutter is able to find one of the peninsula cuts, and this is indeed the case. FlowCutter finds the cut with two edges that separates Scandinavia from the rest. However, FlowCutter refrains from choosing this cut from the Pareto set because we have a hard bound on a maximum imbalance of at most 60%.
Another option to help FlowCutter is to handpick source and target nodes. We selected the nodes that are closed to the coordinates given in Table 7 and used these as input to FlowCutter. These coordinates are not magic numbers. They represent positions chosen at the extremities of the peninsulas and in the center of Central Europe. Most humans are able to deduce this information from looking at a Europe map. With this setup, we were not able to find the 112-edge cut with 7.9% imbalance found by KaHip. However, we were able to find another cut with a seemingly better tradeoff. This new cut is depicted in Figure 6 (b). It has 87 edges and a 15% imbalance. The smaller cut results from placing Austria on the other side of the cut compared to the 112-edge cut of KaHip and from some minor improvements along the other borders. KaHip is incapable of finding this cut. The Best Top-Level Cut. We have shown that with a bit of help, it is possible to push FlowCutter towards computing a small cut that separates the peninsulas. Now, we will answer the question whether this a better top-level cut than the 188-edge cut found by the default FlowCutter configuration. We derive an 87-node separator from the 87-edge cut and place these nodes at the end of the contraction order manually. We then run FlowCutter on the resulting sides recursively without any further manual guidance. In Table 8 , we report the characteristics of the so-obtained orders. The new orders are marked with "+H", indicating human interaction. We compare them with the default FlowCutter orders. The new orders seem to be slightly superior with respect to every criterion except the maximum number of arcs in the search space, where the default FlowCutter orders seem to win. Further, the orders seem to produce a similar number of edges in the CCH regardless of the top-level cut used. However, the differences in order quality are very minor. We observe with respect to no criterion a difference that is larger than 2%. This difference can be due to a peninsula top-level cut being slightly better. However, another explanation is that FlowCutter finds better cuts on the lower levels because a difficult-to-find peninsula cut was eliminated manually. In either case, the differences are so small that we decided that it is not worthwhile to automatize the selection of a top-level peninsula cut.
Walshaw Benchmark Set
A popular set of graph partitioning benchmark instances is maintained by Walshaw [44] . The data contains 34 graphs and solutions to the edge-bisection problem with nonconnected sides and maximum imbalance values of ϵ = 0%, ϵ = 1%, ϵ = 3%, and ϵ = 5%. These archived solutions are the best cuts that any partitioner has found so far. A few of them were even proven to be optimal [14] . Comparing against these archived solutions allows us to compare FlowCutter quality-wise against the state of the art. We want to stress that this state of the art was computed by a large mixture of algorithms with an even larger set of parameters that may have been chosen in instance-dependent Table 9 . Performance on the Walshaw Benchmark Set, Part 1 time is in O (cm). If both the cut size c and the edge count m are large, then O (cm) is large. However, for graphs with small cuts, the algorithm scales nearly linearly in the graph size.
CONCLUSION
We introduce FlowCutter, a graph bisection algorithm that optimizes balance and cut size in the Pareto sense. The core algorithm computes small, balanced edge cuts separating two input nodes s and t. Upon this core algorithm, we build algorithms to compute overall small, balanced edges cuts independent of an st-pair specified in the input. We further extend our algorithm to compute small balanced node separators. By combining FlowCutter with a nested dissection-based strategy, we compute contraction orders (also called elimination or minimum fill-in orders). We show that our orders beat the state of the art in terms of quality on road graphs. We evaluate the quality of our orders by directly applying them in the context of Customizable Contraction Hierarchies, a speedup technique for shortest paths. Further, we show that FlowCutter manages to equate the best-known cuts for many instances of the Walshaw benchmark set, demonstrating that FlowCutter is applicable beyond just bisecting road graphs. Finally, we use FlowCutter to compute tree decompositions of small width. To evaluate the performance of our method, we submitted Flow-Cutter to the PACE2016 challenge [13] , where it won first place in the corresponding sequential track. This demonstrates that FlowCutter works well on a broad class of graphs. The source code of the PACE 2016 submission is available at [45] .
Future Work. We show that FlowCutter is an excellent tool to be used within shortest-path acceleration techniques on road graphs. Luckily, the developed techniques seem also useful in other domains. Experimental evaluations that take domain-specific requirements into account would be an interesting venue for future research. For example, our secondary piercing heuristic could be swapped out with one that uses information that is only available in certain applications.
Another open question is how to adapt FlowCutter to graphs that have weighted nodes or weighted edges or even both.
We use a nested dissection scheme to compute contraction orders with FlowCutter as a bisection algorithm. This seems somewhat wasteful as in this setup FlowCutter computes a large set of cuts, but we only use one of them and then discard the others. In the deeper levels of the recursion, FlowCutter will then likely recompute some of the discarded cuts. Adapting the nested dissection scheme in a way that utilizes several cuts from each set could significantly improve the running time.
FlowCutter needs two initial nodes on separate sides of the cut. Currently these are determined by random sampling. A better selection strategy could decrease the number of samples needed.
